OCTOBER 2017
SEASON SUMMARY
The season seems to be turning a little for the
better in regards to rainfall. Over the last couple
of weeks Moree had a high of 140mm near
Pallamallawa and through the Golden triangle.
Nick Campion at Tulloona had around 80mm.
Bellata has had a little less with Drew Penberthy
receiving some of the better falls, up to 60mm,
and Tom Luff reporting 82mm with some hail.
Narrabri had around 40- 50mm with the west a
little less than this, although Burren Jct had a good
fall of 50mm last week. Further west at Walgett
and Rowena falls are more like 20mm. Jack Harris
tells me further west it is wetter at Bourke, which
was causing a few issues with planting. At
Harparary we are sitting at 48mm and Tim
Wannan down the road is closer to 60mm.This
flowed though Boggabri with Andrew Watson also
getting a little more. Further south on the
Liverpool Plains things are still very dry with Ian
Carter at Quirindi sitting on around 15mm and
Nick Beer over at Spring Ridge not much better.
Angus Duddy has received a little more with a
good fall of 30mm heading roughly east though
Breeza.
In the last few days I have heard of some very
good falls through Qld with 40-80mm through the
Downs and spilling down around Goondiwindi
also. Further north Emerald received 80mm last
Friday with a further 60mm and more predicted
so it is pretty wet up there. The Macquarie is
similar to the Namoi with around 20-40mm and
the Murrumbidgee received 17mm last night
which is helping cotton jump out of the ground in
as little as 8 days. A lot of cotton being planted

this week in the Namoi, much of which is being
planted into moisture so that is a turnaround from
a month ago.
The latest rainfall on Friday brought another
25mm to Dave Miller at Walgett and similar in
around Harparary with 12-18mm for most areas
with the Macquarie fairing a little better with up
to 50mm.

Cotton emerging at “Bellevue” Narrabri

US TRIP
I was fortunate to be able to travel to the US
recently on a fact finding tour that was instigated

by the Walgett CGA and supported by CRDC and
Monsanto. The aims of the trip were to look at
the weed resistance issues being encountered and
how they are handling the rollout of ExtendFlex®
cotton, which contains the Dicamba tolerant trait
along with Glyphosate and Glufosinate Ammonia.
ExtendFlex® cotton is due for release here in
Australia in around 4 years.
The success of the trip was largely due to Lori
Nemec who organised our itinerary and got us
contact with researchers and farmers in the
paddock, which really gave us some great insight.
We travelled through Texas, Louisiana,
Mississippi, Arkansas and a quick stop in
Tennessee. We saw a lot of Palmer Amaranth, or
pigweed as they call it over there. This weed was
very susceptible to Glyphosate initially but it
quickly developed resistance and is now the
biggest weed problem by far in the cotton system.
With around 100 000 viable seeds per plant, it
does not take long to take over a field. Dicamba is
one method of control, hence the ExtendFlex®,
but control can still be maintained with a good
chemical strategy using pre and post emergent
chemistries. “Keep the yellow” was a popular
catchcry, that being Pendimethalin and Trifluralin.
Above all we all realised that we need to protect
Glyphosate.

Lori Nemec shows off water hemp in Texas
Typically grasses are not seen as an issue,
although Italian Ryegrass and a simialr species to
Barnyard grass are developing resistance to a
number of chemical groups.Amongst our touring
party this was seen as something we will see a lot
more in years to come.
Demonstration sites with different chemical
options where common, both by Monsanto/
Deltapine and also research organisations.

Trial plots at Texas A & M

Stu Doyle shows off one of the smaller Pigweed
examples.
Not to be outdone the No 2 most difficult weed,
water hemp looked like a fairly solid problem too.

Deltapine trial plots in Louisiana.

RESEARCH

WELSHY’S WEATHER

Along with the Upper Namoi CGA I am looking at
running a fertiliser spreader calibration day on the
back of a successful day run by Janelle
Montgomery in the Gwydir. The day will
essentially involve growers bringing their
spreaders which are run over a series of trays
which measure output. Machines will then be
calibrated and re-run to demonstrate optimum
efficiency. At this stage we are hoping to run one
near Boggabri and another near Spring Ridge and
if you are interested you need to let me know.

An interesting month ahead in the main planting
window. Most areas receiving falls of +50mm but
still needing at least double that to replenish
fallows. The big picture drivers are currently
changing; the IOD, after having a dry tone this
winter and spring is decaying and heading for
neutral and a burst towards La Nina conditions in
the Pacific has the SOI currently at +13. As luck
would have it, the SAM has plummeted into
negative (dry) phase, not aiding moisture
circulation to our region. Consequently, this
unpredictable high-frequency driver is creating a
spread on rainfall scenarios coming into
November. As the sub-tropical ridge slips south
and the monsoon becomes more active, hopefully
more moisture can penetrate our region. A strong
MJO event last week is certainly very encouraging
for our summer rainfall also. Keep an eye on next
Mondays Moisture Manager for updates.

Until Next time

Calibrating a fertilser spreader.

WHAT’S ON
26th Oct- DCRA AGM, 10.30am at Wheat
Research Centre, Narrabri, Ph Anabelle 0428
924 568.
14th Nov- Upper Namoi CGA Meeting 12
noon, Baxter Room Services Club Gunnedah.
15th Nov- AGM Lower Namoi CGA, CSD Back
meeting room.
20th-23rd Nov- Cotton Australia General
Meeting, Coogee Sydney.

SAYINGS OF THE MONTH

Geoff Hunter

“A person who makes a mistake and doesn’t
correct it is making another mistake”. Anon
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“Never mistake knowledge for wisdom. One helps
you make a living, the other helps you make a
life”. Sandra Carey
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